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Numerous experimental  investigations of heat transfer are conducted in which 
under conditions either of constant surface heat flux or of constant wall 
temperature. Thus, the question arises: in what circumstances can one 

compare data obtained under different experimental  conditions? ht one 

of the papers [5] devoted to this question, it was shown experimental ly 

that heat  transfer in the turbulent flow regime in tubes with eomtant wall 
temperature and with constant heat flux is compaxable, i . e . ,  ident ical .  

The art icle mentioned makes a comparative appraisal, by theoret-  

i ca l  and experimental  means, of heat transfer on a plate with constant 

wall temperature and with constant surface heat flux in the turbulent 
flow regime.  

Experimental investigations of local  heat transfer on a plate in a 

turbulent stream of air were carried out in calorimeter plates with an 

isothermal wall or with constant surface heat flux. 
The results of reducing the heat transfer test data in all  the cases 

are presented by a correlation of the form 

Nux = A Re ~  ( i )  

In [I] an experimental  determination was made of local  heat 

transfer on a plate with constant surface heat flux, and a value of A 

equal to 0.0255 was obtained. .In [2] reduction of experimental  data 

on local  heat transfer on a plate with constant wall temperature gave 

A = 0.0238. The reduced value of A is attributed in [2] to more care-  

ful calculat ion of heat losses in the experimental  investigation. 

The equation of the thermal  boundary layer for a plate with con- 

stant wall temperature has the form 

d ~" O' . .  qw 
dx !-  T-( ~'r = cp ' :w~:~ (2) 

An approximate solution of (2) was obtained by the method described 

by Ambrok [4], on the assumption that the heat transfer law does not 

depend on the pressure gradient or on the temperature distribution along 

the surface. By the heat transfer law we mean a functional relation of 

the type 

qw,'Cp "; w~. (~ : / (Re~'), (3) 

where Re'i:' : ',V+ +~i"v. 
The heat transfer law (31 for a plate with constant surface tempera- 

ture may be obtained by analysis of equation (2). For this case, we 

transform ~2), when | = 0, to the form 

d ;,~'.,dx := qw cp "~ r.,;+,++ ~. (4) where 

The left side of (4) is 

qwlcp 7 zz,~ ~ ..= Nux Pr Re,. (5) 

If we use an experimental  or theoret ical  relation 

Nux : .  A Rex" (6) 

for the plate with isothermal wall, then (5) takes the form 

qw A n - - I  .. - -  Re~ . (7) 
c o -; w=~ ~ Pr 

Making use of the last formula, and integrating the differential  

equation (4) in the range 0 to x, we obtain an expression for 8~*, 

A v 
"'" . . . . . .  R%r~, (8) 
" r  [J r  tl ~'~ 

I 

(Prn  1 ..n 
re~ = \--~--/ R% (9) 

Substituting Re x into (7), we obtain the heat transfer law for a 

plate with constant surface temperature-. 

1 

-h- n-__2 
qw (n n'-I A ) Re.[." n ( I0 )  

cpTw,o H = \  Pr 

The haw obtained is used in solving the differential  equation (2) 

for determining the heat transfer on a plate with variable wall t em-  

perature, For this we substitute ( i0)  into (2), to obtain an equation for 

determining 8~*t 

a~,~" o '  . . .  n " - ' A ]  "-_2' 
ax ' o % = ~ l Re~" ~ �9 (11) 

The solution of the last equation has the form 

I n - - I  

" S -  .** = (.) n dx -!. �9 
r I n - - I  

On ~ n x, O n 

(12) 

When x = x0 = 0,Cz = 0, Eq. (12)is  written as 

(13) 
n Pr \ ~ ) \ 

0 

Thus, we obtain the law of variation of 6~  along a plate with 

variable temperature.  Carrying out the substitution of 6~* from (13) 

into (2), we obtain 

x I I 

cp 1, w~ Pr . ", . , ,, , 
o 

or in parametric form 

(14) 

Nu.,.--,4 Re'x!KV.T, (15) 

I x I 
, - -  / ' - -  " I - - n  

I o  

(16) 

Equations (18) and (16) are suitable for calculat ion of the local  heat 

transfer on a plate with variable wall  temperature for any boundary 

layer suucture. Here the condition must be observed that the start of 

the boundary layer of ident ical  structure coincides with the beginning 

of the heated section of the plate.  

We will  make a full examination of the turbulent boundary layer 

on the plate.  If we use the experimental  relation Nux = 0.0235 Rex ~ 

for heat transfer on a plate with t : const, then (15) transforms to the 

calculat ion formula 

Nux =~ 0.0235Rei~S K v . f ,  (17) 
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where 
X 

~i02 KV.,~ ( . I  2 5 x / ~ .  ~ ,I.25 d X ,  . (18) 
0 

If the curve (gt.z~ = f ( x ) i s  convex, which occurs for heat transfer 

on a p la te  with q = const on its surface, then the inequality 

X 

OI2Sx/l" O 1"-~5 dx..~2 (19) 
r 

becomes evident.  Then the quantity K V.T will  l ie  in the range 1 < 

< KV.'f < ~ / 2  = 1.15. 
Thus it --may be seen that the local  value of Nusselt number for a 

plate with q = const is greater than the local  values of Nux for a plate 

with t = const by no mote than 15% at the in i t ia l  section of the beater, 

the difference in heat transfer fall ing off with distance from the be- 
ginning of the heater.  This is confirmed by the results of [1, 2], in 

which it is shown that with t = const the heat transfer on the plate is 

8% less than with q = const, i . e . ,  A = 0.0255. 

It follows from (15) and (16) that in a laminar flow, heat transfer 

on a plate with constant heat flux and heat transfer at constant wall 

tempesatu.te differ appreciably.  Since n = 0.5 for laminar flow, this 

difference may reach 40~. 
An experimental  verification of (17) was done on an experimental  

rig consisting of a working section connected into the suction tube of 

a blowdown wind tunnel�9 This equipment permits measurement of 

local  surface temperature of the plate (28 copper-constantan thermo- 

couples) and measurement of velocity distribution in the boundary 
layer (by pressure measurement tubes and an e lect r ical  anemometer).  

The calorimeter  plate made of micarta  was 500 x 198 • 20. The 

calorimeter  was heated by means of 72 identical  nichrome heaters 

(36 each on the upper and lower surfaces of the plate) to achieve a 

uniform heat flux at the plate surface. 

In order to ensure a completely turbulent boundary layer, as in 

[2], we used a turbulence generator in the form of a thin wire up- 

stream of the heated section of the plate.  
/?he figure shows the calculated local heat transfer on a plate 

according to (17), In accordance with (18), the coefficient kv .  y was 

Heat transfer on a plate in the turbulent flow regime according 

to the experimental  data of [lJ (1) and of [2] (2), and ca l -  
culated from (17) using the measured wal l temperature  for 

oncoming stream velocit ies of w,~ = 6.8 m/see (3), 9 (4) and 

14.2 (b ). 

determined from the measured temperature distribution along the plate 

surface. 
[n conclusion it may be added that the theoretical solution obtained 

In [3] for heat transfer on a plate with an isothexmal wall is in good 

agreement with the test aata of [2]. Thus, the relation Nux = 0.0235. 

�9 Re~ 's [2] used for the plate with t = const may be considered to be 

quite well founded, both theoretically and experimental ly.  

NOTATION 

Nu x = ax/X, Rex = w~ x/v  are the loca l  values of Nusselt and Reyn- 
olds numbers ; x is the distance from the begiuning of the heated plate 

to the variable section at which the heat transfer coefficient takes the 

value a; w ~o is the velocity of oncoming stream; A is the experimental  con- 

stant; (9 = tw - to is the variable temperature head, the difference 

between the wall temperature t w and the stream temperature to; 
O: 

qw is the heat flux at plate surface washed by stream; ~" [ wx . 
,'~ w.o 

l w - t )  �9 (1 - - d q  is the enthalpy thickness; (9' = d| 6 T is the 
U- o, 

thermal boundary layer thickness; t is the temperature in thermal 

boundary layer;  Wx is the velocity in boundary layer; Pr = 7CpU/k is 

the Prandtl number; o = qw/~ .  
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